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1)

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS

a. Define the following terms:

I. Algorithm;

II. Flow chart;

III. Pseudocode.

Represent the following problems using "Flow "huf"' t
I. To find the roots of quadratiq equation, ax2+bx*c:0*{vhere a*0;

II. To find the leaP Year; ' " {

III. To determine a given integer is "odd" or "even";

IV. To find the maximum of two (02) numbers'

c. Evaluate each of the following expressions, where in each that m:25 and n:7:

I. m-8-n

II. mYon

m. m%on#.

IV. mo%#n

V. ++m - n--

b.
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2)

a. Describe the use ofbreak and continue statements'

b. Consider the following code segment:

#include(iostream. h)
# include<conio . h>

void main ( )

{

clrscr ( ) ;
for (int i=li
{

for ( int
{

if (k%2=:Q)
cout((2*k<<" \t" ;

else
cout((k(<"\t" i

)

cout((end1;
)

getch ( ) ;

)

i<=B; i++)

k:1 ; k(=i; k++ I

/;t

I. Give the output of the code segment? ,Ut

III. Coyertthe above for loop into a while loop' ' n {

c. write a program in c+r to display the following pattern using loops.

I.

.*

1

33
555
7777
99999
11 11 11 11 11 11
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il.,

a. Write the following pow'erfl

A

AB
ABC

A "B C D

A

B

c
D

E

n can be any integer.

int power ( int x, int n);

function that returns x gpised
!

to the power n, where

1
:l

b' |rite a c++ program to find the sum of the given seribs using do-while loop:/ l,l/2,L/3,r/4,1/5,1/6,1/7,.....,11n 
, where n is a natural number.

c. Write a C+r program to find the factorial of a positive integer.

Eg: 3r =3*2*1:6

d. Write the following function that returns the

elements of the given array:

minimum value among the first n

,

*
***

*****
***t<***

float mini(float a[] , int n) ;
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4)

a.

b.

Write a C*+ program to read six (06) marks from the user, calculate the total

marks, and print six (06) marks with total marks'

What is the difference between the two parameter passing techniques "passing by

value" and "passing bY reference"?

Write a function to swap values of two variables'

void swap(int a, int b)

Write a function to count the number of words in a string'

void count(char S[])

Declare a 'structure' for a student r'ecord consisting of the following fields:

name;

id;
subject_1-marks;
subject_2_marks;

total_marks.

Write a program to keep records for 5 students including ftpctions to do the

following task:

r Insert the student' details (name, id, subject-1-marks, subject-2rnarks)

. Calculate the total marks for each student ft

o Display the students' details and total .uik,. ' . I
ld

{<'<*****{<{<****d<**x<************+ End ***{.***************{<{<t*:t***+'*,k

d.

e,
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